
Seer Official Biography
Marc Stonestreet, Tyler Smith and Stephen McIntyre had all
been friends since elementary school. In 1994 while they were
in ninth grade, they got together with their first instruments
and started learning how to play. Marc actually got lessons
from Stephen’s brother, Jim who played in Blake. It took them
a long time to write the material for what would be known as
Seer. On December 2nd 1994 they played their first show with
Blake and Mr. Penny. The name “Seer”, was chosen last minute
before a show. Stephen suggested the idea of the word, “being
one who sees”, “a mystic”, and they all liked it.

After a few more shows, Evan Clarke (also from Blake) was
putting together the compilation “Regional Ornament” and asked
them to record a few songs. In the fall of 1995, they went to
Rumenal  Records  Studio  and  blasted  out  two  songs  for  the
compilation that was released in 1996. Mike Perow would also
record the band again in 1996 for their planned 7″ EP on
Redemption Records, a label operated by Jim McIntyre. The
release  never  materialized  because  they  broke  up  before
artwork was even made. All around this time, in early 1996,
Dave Buschemeyer was putting together the massive compilation
“Benefit for the Buffalo Animal Defense League“, for which the
band submitted their song “New Song”. The compilation also
never came out, to a great disappointment. They played their
final show with Montgomery 21, at which they even suggested
they should do a split together. But when the members came
outside in the cold winter after the show, they all looked at
each other and agreed it was over. No bad reasons, no bad
blood, just a simple, easy ending.

Stephen and Marc continued jamming together since then, and
even recorded some demos in 2007, which easily fit with the
rest of the Seer material. The first song, “Smoking Room-B”
was recorded on a 4-track. It was later re-recorded, but not
kept,  during  the  second  recording  session,  this  time
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digitally, at which the songs “Cracks” and “3rd Fret Capo”
were also recorded. Stephen and Tyler never played in any
other  bands,  but  Marc  has  since  collaborated  with  Blake
musicians and continues to compose great music.
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